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1. Triangle ABC is isosceles with AB = AC.

The line BP bisectslEC.

The line C0 bisects eCg.

Diagram not drawn fo sca/e

Prove that triangle BCP and triangle CBQ are congruent.

You must give reasons to support your statements.

Lpc8 =leBC fbasu ol5ks o{ isoscp-Lsr lrtongUr eq, "\)So LQS: = a&cg 6onEtaiu,e.e bi sec}ed)
Bc= BL Sc Bcpq^d 8co co Sru,r.-on-k(rtfA)

2. Steph is solving a problem.

Cube A has a surface area of 150 cmz
Cube B has sides half the length of cube A

What is the volume of cube B?

Similarity & Congruence (H)

Evaluate Steph's method.
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To solve this problem, Steph decides to
j H halve the surface area
2 W calculate the square root of the answer
I B then divide by 6
tv Et then cube this answer to work orut ffire vdhunrne.
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3. Which of these is not used to prove that triangles are congruent?

Circle your answer.

SSS SAS /64) RHSl/
4. Rectangle ABCD is mathematically similar to rectangle DAEF.

AB = 10 cm.

AD=4cm.

0cm
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Work out the area of rectangle DAEF.

Areo ABCO -- 4Ocrnz

40:6'zs = b'+c{Y;L
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5. (a) Anna estimates the height of a tree.

\ro.^ffi=:ak\:_jL--st go.^'

Anna holds a ruler vertically so the
ruler.

z 2OOOcvr'
She is 20 metres from the tree.
The ruler is @@long.
The horizonti-l-d'-istance from her ey
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Calculate an estimate of the height of the tree.

bo
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(b) Give two reasons why this method may not be suitable to estimate the height of
a very tall building.
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6. ABCD is a parallelogram.

Prove that triangle ABD is congruent to triangle CDB.

DC=AB
aCOB : f

DB = DB

Sns e
7. Solid A and solid B are mathematically similar.

The ratio of the surface area of solid A to the surface area of solid B is 4:9
The volume of solid B is 405cm3.

Show that the volume of solid A is 120cm3.

t3l
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B. Two spheres have radii in the ratio 5

Circle the ratio of their volumes.

5:3 15:9

:3
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9. ABCD is a rhombus.

M and rV are points on BD such that DN = MB.

Prove that triangle D/VC is congruent to triangle BMC.

D I{t-- fn B

LCDN = Lc 6M 
- 
(naSe cn3ta\ of isos(g(o,5

6C- gc (r horwb;f

,n.. oNL = 6M C (sns)
10. Two boxes are made with card.

The boxes are similar cuboids.

The smaller box has height 32 cm

t3l

hT
32 cm

I
larger box.
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Work out the height, h, of the larger box,

(matl : t NqL
Areo

Lo,stl (J-)

3zxl"2 :3f qcrn

11. Two similar pyramids A and B have surface areas 180 cm2 and 80 cm2
respectively.

I ', i't++
i ; I, ,L

Pyramid A

The volume of pyramid A is 810 cm3.

Show that the volume of pyramid B is 240

h'. B 6ro:3.3-r:
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Pyramid B
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12. In the diagram BC is parallel to DE.

a)

12cm

Prove that triangle ABC is similar to triangle ADE.

LADE.: LfrBL
L AeD : //\cB
LA = LA

AAft = g'irvt-r\ef

b) Calculate the length of AC.

SF'4 = 3
{+

b)... 1.11...*,..*
t2l

c) Find the ratio

gea of quadrilateral DBCE : area of triangle ABC.

Sf L,inJM : 3 5o Sf c{QA = q

o,reA Dgl/€ 'l orea ABC : & : 'i

B
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Not to scale
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L3 ABCD is a parallelogram.

E is the point where the diagonals AC and BD meet.

Prove that triangle ABE is congruent to triangle CDE.

ere: /0cE
AB E = L?AL

C.6 s

(autlr^q-Es 0L= xO (Qqc\l-c-tos( t'--")L
L trr

l" ', )-S3 5

')-i O = f u,'125

AS A = Czvgvr,.cat[3]

14 Mark has made a clay model.
He will now make a clay statue that is mathematically similar to the clay model.

The model has a base area of 6cm2
The statue will have a base area of 253.5cm2

Mark used 2kg of clay to make the model.

Clay is sold in 10kg bags.
Mark has to buy all the clay he needs to make the statue.

How many bags of clay will Mark need to buy?

rNODEI : ffATUQ
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15.

16-K :Z
LMN ' 8 X

Ne^ LQM -

QL = 2x

(t+r1l =

1L-t b

NP

- 
,'l 'l

I LCrn
-&: {16 crnz
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L3.
...\....v......... cm'

Ateo

so

LMN is a right-angled triangle.

Angle NLM = 9Oo

PQ is parallel to LM.

The area of triangle PNQ is B cm2

The area of triangle LPQ is 16 cm2

Work out the area of triangle LQM.

PQ = PR.

.9 is the midpoint of PQ.

T is the midpoint of PR.

t4l
16.
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Prove triangle QrR is congruent to triangle RSQ. (0[=o(
L?CIQ = LPgA (isoscotPs.)

TA =S Q (nisects lB, lP(-\

17. The pilot of an aircraft wants to fly from A to D.

The aircraft flies from A to E, 1o off course.

tlot drawn
acflrddy

Pkrrieu,

A .Eo,$ses B 150 n*es 'D

a)The distance BC is 1 mile. 2iO - Q, O = 3' 5
Work out the distance DE.

.........S......:?.., miles [2]

b) How should the aircraft have turned at C to fly directly towards D?

Tick a box.

1" clockwise

between 1" and 2" clockwise

2'clockwise

T
T
V
T

CJustMqths
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18. The diagram shows trapezium ABCD.

E is the midpoint of AD.

BCE is an equilateral triangle.

Prove that triangle ABE is congruent to triangle DCE.

$Q' ce Cequitabrq\ A)
A€ = €O (e r*rApoirrt oi t{J)

LAeg= LDCC (ottp-r^o.h 
"13to)

19. Here are four triangles.

a) Which two triangles are co

A

b) Circle the reason for your answer to part (a).

SSS ASA

Not to scale
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These queStions 'have 'been retyped from the original sample/specimen

assessment materials and whilst every effort has been made to ensure there

are no errors, any that do appear are mine and not the exam board s (similarly

any errors I have corrected from the originals are also my corrections and not

theirs ! ) .

please also note that the layout in terms of fonts, answer lines and space given

to each question does not reflect the actual papers to save space.

These questions have been collated by me as the basis for a GCSE working

party set up by the GLOW maths hub - if you want to get involved please get

in touch. The objective is to provide support to fellow teachers and to give you

a flavour of how different topics "could" be examined. They should not be used

to form a decision as to which board to use. There is no guarantee that a topic

will or won't appear in the "live" papers from a specific exam board or that
examination of a topic will be as shown in these questions.
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